The return of injured wrestlers Gregg Erikson '69 and proaches, the Tech engineers appear to be prime contenders. Losing their last four matches, the team has now won three of their last five.

against 6-3, while the Stony Brook match was won by a 9-0 tally. Ed Tripp '87 won the first point of the evening as he put Tom Hardt in an 11-0 bind at the 9-0 mark in the 125-pound contest. Bill Harris '87, all of the half-divisional 133-pounders, wrestled to a 6-4 draw in the 133-pound division, and Umass put its last victory on the board as Paul Martin swept a 6-4, 6-0 decision victory in the 133-pound class. At 145, Jack Wu '88 scored his all victory of the year as he took an easy 6-2, 6-0 decision over Wayne Darlough. John Flahacke '88 scored a close 4-2 victory over Art Rankin, making both un- derdog victories. The other Tech contest came in the 190-pound match, where Chuck Lobelab of Umass pulled out a close 6-4 de- clination.

Plax clinic victory

The last three matches netted 15 points for Tech. Julian Shreder '69 scored a pin against his UMass number nine man, all lost by 3-2. Alistair Wilson, had 7 each, Ray Ferara and Fred Andree (unlimited). Their only loss of the year was at the hands of Harvard. The Crimson won 28-21 on a disputed call that triggered six tech fouls, 82-61, the Beavers faced Amherst, which used deliberate stalling tactics to keep MIT within reach. The Engineers could not take advantage of their superior numbers, but they did work to keep MIT within reach. They made their game plan evident against Wesleyan, as has been the case all year.
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